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About This Game

Meet Hanzo. He’s a ninja. While he was training ‘out there’ the Pirate Monkey Zombies™ - stupid, ugly, smelly, rotten and
disgusting creatures - kidnapped his family. Take control of his awesome blade and aid him in the quest to free them.

You need just a mouse to play. LMB + draw a line to jump, dash, dodge, and slash. RMB to summon powerful Ninjutsu
Techniques - super-efficient against the 'rottents'.

FEATURES:
• Unique mouse only controls

• Story Mode
• Challenges Mode

• Endless Arcade: Survival and Gatekeeper Modes
• Upgradeable Ninjutsu Techniques

Cut, slice, snip, sever, chop, shear and trim hordes of Pirate Monkey Zombies™.

And wear a helmet - you got only one brain!
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Title: Draw Slasher
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mass Creation
Publisher:
Mass Creation
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3 2100+ or AMD FX-4100+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM, nVidia GT 720+ or AMD HD 5450+ or Intel HD Graphics 5000+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: Good mouse :)

English
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awesome game. Played the game so far for 37 hours, and its a nice dungeon romp. The girls are cute, and well drawn although
sometimes they can be a pain to get, but worth it. This game is nice to kick back, and relax with for hours on end.

Also the rubbing system is hilarious to me.. Physics are 3D oriented for some reason, meaning the block can fall to the front and
the back.

No save feature.. So....I've poured about 5 hours of my life into this game, so far. I rather enjoyed the interface, the way the
environments are presented, and the voice actors are pretty good. Getting lured in by a good old fashioned murder mystery was
pretty much all I needed to want to try it out, and I suggest the same to anyone that wants something different from a hidden
gem of a mystery game.

HOWEVER.

For anyone that wants to play it, you should totally read a FAQ walkthru for the part where you try to break into the crime scene
at the Hotel Orphee. There are actually two methods for getting in there, but at the time when i was playing, I thought I was
supposed to use a lockpick. Should you use this lockpick on the door to the hotel room, you literally will not be able to beat the
game.

Now then. To the game designers, what the hell do you have to say for yourselves? You do know that gamers are generally not
very understanding of spiteful game design that leads to a dead end, right? Even Dagger of Amon Ra would at least let you see
an ending where your character gets gunned down in her bed, if you made a certain mistake during your investigation. But here,
I don't even get the small gratification of having at least won and seen a bad ending, I'm just plain stuck. That's kind of a sign of
lazy, incompetant game design. As it stands, this game gets a failing grade, but if you can post here and provide an intelligent
explanation of why you thought this was a good idea, I MIGHT cut you some slack and reverse my recommendation.. I'm going
to be generous with this...

Its nice to see 45 paint schemes for the drivers (especially Jimme Johnson), but being honest, I was under the guise that in those
45 paint schemes there would be a few for your own custom driver, which there isn't.

If you're American, enjoy the 50 state flags. Canadian or from somewhere else, Better touch up on your American geography!

Is this worth $10, not at all, get it on sale. Don't blow your hard earned birthday money.

As I said before, I'm going to give it a thumbs up, as the content is nice, but overpriced and slightly misleading.. A very fun
game that all you need to know
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It's extremely hard, but if you're wanting a challenge, I highly suggest picking this track up. Even the Bass track is worth
playing.. The Bomb heists are a new and challenging addition to the collection of robbery scenarios already in the game. It
features a new contractor, the Butcher, played by Mira Furlan, two new heists, 11 achievements and new masks and materials.

The Bomb: Dockyard Heist:
PRO
- New map (not re-used)
- Feels longer and more interactive
- Preplanning is different with additional ways to get things done
- Stealth or loud

CONS
None as of yet

The Bomb: Forest Heist
PRO
-New map (not re-used)
- Preplanning is also different
- Lot of things to do (example: cut down tree's so plane can land)
- Feels more interactive

CONS
- A lot of snipers

While this DLC is great and feels more fresh it can be very challenging at times especially with the ammount of snipers on the
Forest Heist. But all of that justt creates a wall that you really wantto smash through. Who said heisting was easy?
Overkill and Lion Games Lion have really listened to the community and delivered an exciting new way to have heists (not for
money, hijacking bombs) and I feel we will have a lot more interesting contracts from the Butcher.. i like this game, fun and
very easy...
but i hate this control -_-. A small preliminary review. It can be summed up with, i've had a blast with this game thus far and am
eagerly awaiting what i think will shape up to be a detailed, unique and interesting take on strategy\/3rd\/1st person gameplay.
The incoming updates (that we can see- helpfully their are 'coming soon' tags on certain buildings and units- will increase its
depth and scale and allow for full-scale rampant warfare.

Some key 'loves':

The Setting- One faction in thus far (and i haven't really poked around much for longter-term hints and notifications on what's
up next) and i love the style and 'lore' i guess that they seem to have- cyber-demons..rocking concept, reminds me very much of
'Sacrafice' or 'Atrox' (Ironic being this game could be argued to be a blend of the two concepts!), so the devs clearly have a vivid
imagination and a very 'dark' take on their game-world. Something which frankly is awesome.

The 'flow': The ease of transition between stratgy mode and first\/3rd person is awesome. Its clean, its simple- its what makes
this game for me honestly. Its interesting too that instead of the unit being a 'vanilla' one, those you direct control (and it really
is\/will be 'any' unit) become a slightly more upgraded version- larger and with 'hero' abilities- like being able to jump, jet pack
etc- kinda like a mobo hero, plus of course the basic attacks- this adds something a little extra to the take, that other 'mixed
genre' games lacked. The leveling of your 'controlled' chap also can have a big imapct on the tide of battle- but of course you
can't be everywhere- and this is where the strategy is important.

Strategy- at the moment its limited due to only a few unit types being available, but the bones are there for something great on
the strategic front- the maps, taken from the current one in play are very large, there are also 'neutral' critters (A hive in fact)
who one way or another can have a major impact on the battle- annoying travelling armies, but also in a major way if you work
out how to manipulate\/use them effectively ;). Player Controlled characters are game changers usually- though not 'gods' and
can be relatively easily taken down by units- what's more as i said they can't be everywhere at once- two pronged attacks and
luring etc are great ways currently to add drama to the typical war of attrition of most strategies- defenses are also a thing...and
are scary, providing control over areas of importance where you like.
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Downside really is that there is currently particulalry one very effective strategy- to amass artillery chaps (awesome design) and
cover them until they get in range of the rival hq- 5 or 6 i've noticed can insta-kill it, eliminating that faction- now this only
works as said before due to most units not being out and released yet, the balance will definently change with the addition of
counters, more defenses, wider bases, air units etc.

All in all so far this is a game i'm very interested in. A massive well done to the developers- mixed rts\/3rd person games are one
of my favourite genres, and one sadly neglected so its great to see one done well, and with a bright future ahead of it. This is one
to watch and support ladies and gents.. It's really interesting! u can only express urself by ur left hand... but i don't know how to
express myself actually... it's really embarrassing when u do a wrong gesture in wrong time.... I really liked the demo so i bought
the full version and it has more content and more to come so its great :P. Very Good Game.

Shame there aren't any loot boxes though.

jk. what a neat guy with some cool clothes am i right fellows. awful
kb+gamepad input, no touch controller support
only few fractals to choose from

the EMERGENCE fractal app is much better
. Fantastic game,i really love it...
If you love futur race game this is a perfect game.
Really happy that i've bought it.
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